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Youâ€™re about to enter our world of villages and camping in town sites. The perfect places to stay, for a weekend city break or an open-air holiday whatever the season. Everything you need and more, tailor-made for you! Because we are hu and this is how we do outdoor hospitality.








Village and 
camping in town

What hu love




14 destinations
 to experience

Always with hu




Tailor-made,
 for you

Made for hu














Let's create your open-air holiday together.

We love to make you feel at home, surrounded by nature and friends and family. For a family experience, with your better half, with friends or - why not - even on your own. In short, whatever you need, youâ€™ll find the perfect hu for you.
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Wherever you want, with hu

It all began with a Village just outside Chianti, but now you can find us in Luxembourg, Venice, by Lake Garda, in Florence, on the Tuscan coast, in Rome and in the Lazio countryside. Each site has something special to offer, a space tailor-made for you, where you can enjoy your open-air experience to the full.
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Winter Promo: 
 book now for Summer 2024!

	Up to 30% discounts.
	Valid from 2 December 2023 to 29 March 2024.
	Offer valid throughout the opening period, check terms and conditions!



Discover the offer
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Just for you.
 Just




















hu NEWSLETTER

Stay up to date on the offers and activities, we promise not to send you too many emails :)
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*

By clicking on the button, I declare that I have read the Privacy Policy










Sign up now!
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